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A child's memory is his or her

mental ability to store, retain and recaii

information. In general, the term'memory'
is divided inro three categories: sensory

memory (for example, the ability to
look briefly at an item and remember

what it looked like); short-term memoÍy
(sometimes also referred to as'working
memory') in which information can

be stored and manipulated for about

20 seconds: and long-term memory. in

which information can be stored nearly

permanently.

Working memory develops throughout
childhood as children are able to retain

increasingly more information, even as

they perform a greateÍ number of mental

manipulations on the information. A child's

memory also develops largely through

social interaction, explains Dana Franssen-

Hassner of the child therapy clinic, Talk en

Play in Amsterdam. Consequently, parents

can play a critical role in assisting children

in developing a good memory by fostering

language development and helping children

acquire scripts for everyday events.

Activities to improve memory

Discuss the day with your child-
reminisce about what the day has been

1ike, and bring up facts about what he or

she has done today. Developing family
traditions and participating in rituals also

encourages remini:cing, for example - at

bedtime. when tucking your child in, talk

about what he has done at preschool, or
what she saw at the zoo.
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Ifyour child already attends a school

setting, you as a parent can contribute to
his,/her acquisition of memory strategies

by modeling youÍ o\.vn approaches to
routine daily tasks involving memory and

by discussing moments in which your
memoÍy assisted or failed you.
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It is important to monitor children's use

of effective memoÍy strategies in studying.

In order to assist your school-aged child
and develop his memory skills, provide

your child with external memoÍy aids and

other supports in order to simplify school

tasks for rhem. Remember ro he nrtient

as memory stÍategies develop over an

extended period, not over night!
Play games where children are asked

to memorise things. This can staÍt at a

young age in the car (naming things you
saw, cars that you passed, names oíkids
that were at the play-date) and at home.
Use the social interaction to stimulate the
child's need to remember.

Provide children with opportunities to
learn about the world. This will increase

their capacity to remember effectively.
Take them to the zoo, to the aquarium or
any place that impresses them enough (in
accordance with their age and interests,
of course) to want to know more about
it. Children are intrinsically curious and

want to learn. Use that to stimulate the
growth of their memory and memory

skil1s.

A good way to improve your child's
(and your) memoÍy is to increase the
supply of oxygen to the brain, which may
be accomplished with aerobic exercises.

Try to spend as much time outdoors:
walking, playing ba1l, hiking, etc.

The importance of diet

Maintaining a healthy diet can help

suppoÍt a growing childt developmental

needs. Help your child maintain a

well balanced diet by providing foods

with protein, good fats and complex

carbohydrates. Omega-3 fatty acids have

been shown to improve brain activiry and

can be found ín wild deep-sea fish (wild

salmon, tuna, mackerel and herring). Using
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a high-quality fish oil supplement can also

benefit the brain and memoÍ]r

Antioxidants (fruit and vegetables such as

prunes, berries, raisins, oranges, red grapes,

cherries, broccoli, beets, avocados and more)

in the diet can also improve memorl by

nourishing and protecting the brain. Whole

grainr have also been shown to improve

memory function - complex rvhole grain

carbohydrates contain folate and other B

vitamins, which help improve memory

funcrion and are rich in fibre. providing a

steady stream of energy.

Some parents opt for supplements that

can improve memory, learning and verbal

skills, such as alpha-lipoic acid. viramin E

and vitamin C. Other supplements that are

sometimes used are Ginkgo biloba (a herb

that enhances circulation in the brain, which

can improve memory and concentration)

and Phosphatidylserine (a nutrient that is

found in food and in ce11 membranes in

the body, which increases the metabolic

activity in the brain and improves memory,

learning and verbal skills.) Choline is also

good for the memorv as it augments brain

and memorl development (this nutrient
is found in eggs and nuts). Always consult

your doctor before giving your child any

kind of artificial supplement.

Dietary iips for improving memory

Breakfast is important. Research

studies indicate that the nourishment

and energy from healthy food sources

in your child's breakfast will rev-up his/
her metaboli.m and spark their cognitive

function enormously Make breakfast fun by

stimulating the social interaction around the

breakfast table and serving up crazv di'hes

that contain your favourite nutrients (think
ofdressing up the o1d scrambled egg routine

as a crazy'monster-flap-brain with fresh

organic vegetables and salsa, for example).

Work in fresh fruit and vegetables at

mealtimes and snacks. Get creative with a

)'ummy homemade l,oghurt-fruit smoothie

as an energising afternoon snack. Add
your child's íavorite flavour, or ask him to
decorate with fruit on top.

Get 1'our child involved in the cooking

process. They will love it and will eat things

you've never dreamed they would.

Trv incorporating vegetables into
pasta sauces and soup.. or try topping a

homemade pizzawithveggies of your

child's choosing. Let her do the decorating;

for example, make smiley faces with the

vegetables.



SOME USEFUL MNEMONICS

at n he ouse ight.at he ce ream.

Righty tighty, lefty toosy

ever at hredded 'orms

lmagine you're in a town in the WiLd West.

You've got good guys (+) and bad guys (-)'

and they can either come to town (+) or leave town (-)

lf the good guys (+) come to town (+), that's good (+).

lf the bad guys (-) come to town (+), that's bad (-).

lf the good guys (+) leave town (-), that's bad (-).
But if the bad guys (-) leave town (-), that's good (+)!

HoLd up two fists together. Starting with lanuary the
knuckles (mountains) are 31 days and the vall,eys
between the knucktes are 30 days except February,
which always has 28 or 29 days.

When you eat "dessert", you atways
want to come back for the second ÍÍs"

By memorising the sentence, you atso
remember how to spett the word Í'arithmetic."

This sentence provides you with the clock-wise order
of the points on a compass (North, East, South, West).

How to remember
what happens when
muttipl.ying, dividing or
subtracting positive and
negative numbers.

A mnemonic to hetp you
remember how many days
there are in each month.

One way to remember that dessert (as in the food) is
spetted with two Ss versus desert (as in the Sahara).

Often taught to children tearning to pl,ay a stringed in-
strument, this one is also handy for tightening screws,
etc. Turn to the right (ctockwise) and it witt get tighter,
to the Left (counter-ctockwise) and it witt get toose.

A mnemonic itlustration to he[p remember
that a wotf is a canine.

very ood oy oes ine The music notes of the trebte clef from bottom to top.



Get to qrips with mnemonics

Mnemonics (pronounced:'nemoniks')

are a way of memorising information by

crerting links berween words. pictures

and letters to form a memorable word,
sentence or picture that will help you

recal1 material.

Ifyou have ever found yourself6guring
out how many days there are in a month

by counting the months on your knuckles

and grooves between your knuckles or

heard yourself muttering "spring forward,

fall back'to know which way to set the

clocks with daylight savings time, then you

have used a mnemonic device in the past.

Interestingly enough, mnemonics have

not only been found to be useful in helping

adults to remember information, but their

value has also been displayed when used

with children and young people.

Whilst research does show some

di.crspnn.i.t a5 to what age groups best

respond to mnemonics, it is clear that
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there is value in trying them as a memory
enhancing technique. Luckily, mnemonics

exist at all end. of the spectrum. from

spelling to physics, so there is bound to be

one that suits your child'. current age and

development.

The key is to make them appropriate

to the child's current developmental age,

catchy, and related to your child's interests,

as she or he will then remember them even

more easily.

It is important to match mnemonic. to

the age, development and learning style of
each child.There is no point teaching a long
sentence mnemonic to a 5even-year-old,

especially ifthey prefer using pictures to

help them remember information.
Think about your child\ learning .ryIe.

Do they prefer to learn information by

seeing a picture of something/making a

drawing (visual learner), by listening to the

informltion (audio learner) or bv activelv

doing 'omething 
(kine.thetic learner)l Try

to match the mnemonic to that particular
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Iearning sty1e.

Explain what you are doing. For example,

write the first letter of each word in a

diÍïerent colour and then let vour child drag

those letters down to make the word on

another spot on the page. so they can see

the relationship.

Make it fun and interactive. Writing on a

white board or making sandpaper letters is

far more memorable than a plain o1d pencil

on paper.
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